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Term 3: Week 6

Book Characters — Come Alive

Receptions

Year 6/7


Reception/Yr 1

L-R Henri Burrows—Diego, Ryan Noack—Harry Potter, Dominique Trinne-Surace—Princess Aurora, Tom Rogers—Peter Pan. L-R Emily Raymond—Cinderella, Sebastian Heintze-Unger—Brock from Pokemon, Jorja Charles—Ariel, the Mermaid.


L-R Alyssa Neuer—Jessie from Toy Story, Rowan Robins—Lightning McQueen, Caitlin Rehn—Little Miss Muffitt, Tallan Riedl—Pirate, Riley Leggett—Harry Potter. L-R Alastair Davis—Spiderman, Aiden Linke—Pirate.

L-R Jemima Lloyd—Piglet of Winnie the Pooh, Paige Spicer—Cinderella, Kealey McArdle—Supermann, Jack Gaston—Pirate.

On Monday all classes were involved in sessions with Sally who read her latest book “The Most Beautiful Lantern” to the students and showed some different types of lanterns used in a Lantern Festival.

Different styles of art work were also shown and explained. Students finished the sessions by experimenting with different ways of sketching various facial expressions and body movements.